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Business Simplification and Lean in perfect harmony

Growth disruptions continues around
the globe at advanced economies and
business outlooks remains volatile for,
some say years to come This means yet

1. Companies can enhance agility,
reduce compliance risk, gain better
cost control and reduce significant
administrative cost pressure of doing

Executive Summary:
Companies should thoroughly
simplify their strategic organic
business structures and

Business Simplification and Lean in perfect harmony …

some say, years to come. This means yet
more increased pressure on costs and
competition. Uncertainties and volatile
economies is still an issue for as much as
81% of world leading executive business
leaders1. Additionally, roughly 70% of

administrative cost pressure of doing
business, and even reduce tax burden,
by simplifying the business models.

2. The most powerful trait in such
program is to place this strategy upon

business structures and
concurrently adopt them
actively to fundamentals of
Lean principles. This way they
can drastically build up
financial strength, increase

them still have top worries about
overregulation or fiscal deficits2.

A major shift in the market and
economic environment is taking place,

d t i ti d i d

Lean fundamentals, hence amplifying
long term cost efficiency and
concurrently increase customer focus.

agility and at the
same time both build true
competitive advantage and
retain key competence in the
new future of volatile economic
environments

Major cost 
save bonusand most organizations designed

entirely for growth now must rethink
and transform. Just as in 2012, there will
yet still be – perhaps even more than
before – winners and losers in 2013.

environments. save bonus

Further brilliant 
productivity

+

1,2  Annual Global CEO survey, Major Audit Firm
2013
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ADAPTERS IN TIMES OF VOLATILITYTRADITIONAL MANAGEMENT

Obtaining a strong Lean foundation in 
place before introducing transformational
initiatives, with strong sense of direction, 
scope and objectivese

Setting reactive coarse arbitrary
cost reduction targets, often too late

Building financial plans on a 

Ability to assess and challenge the 
company’s lean achievements, the spend 
culture and cost  structure, not least on an

ce last year plus basis, not aware of the 
surrounding economic environment

Trying to save every coin
business unit level, bringing transparency 
at all levels

Effective communication regarding gl
a possible from every corner of the

business without making changes

Cost drivers and productivity 
productivity plans to disarm lean‐
resistance from managers

Proactively adopting and anticipating 
h f k dA

t a
  enablers are not transparent

Poor communication between
financial analysts and the 

l major shifts in markets and economy, 
aligning Strategy with Lean Transforma‐
tion, differentiating them from 
competition 

A operational organization

Working in silos is history – agility calls for 
cross functional core responsibilities
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Growth uncertainties continues to be a
d i f O i l C ffi i

ario is yet again; the Lean Transformation.
Th l bl i l Pdriver for Operational Cost efficiency

In fact, the “disruptive decade” and shift
of change is so deep that it has stretched
the term growth itself, now into a current
definition of growth as financial “bottom
line” instead of market growth or

The only problem is, most lean Programs
fail. Statistics are showing that as much as
70% of Strategic Lean initiatives fail. (see
diagram, figure 1.) Although Lean can
provide quick wins in the short term (“the
Kaikaku Bonus”) it is mainly a long termline , instead of market growth or

revenues. This is probably explaining the
current bullish behavior at stock markets,
which is seemingly irrational when
concurrently most major publicly listed
groups are forced to into cost “efficiency”

Kaikaku Bonus ), it is mainly a long term
strategy.

“[…] It’s essential that 
you streamline

Figure 1: Statistics showing that 70% of all major 

programs. Bankruptcies in the healthier
Northern Europe alone for example still
continues to increase at the beginning of
2013 with 13% at single countries
compared to the same period last year3.

you streamline 
operations and become 

leaner wherever you can, 
so as to be able to react

Lean programs fail. Of the remaining part, today, 
most are struggling with sustainability.  
Sources: Opex Groep, McKinsey, PWC

So what can leaders do?
• Listening more to customer demands,
• targeting market opportunities within
existing markets,

• focus on organic growth, and

so as to be able to react 
more quickly to changing 

market conditions.”
focus on organic growth, and

• increase operational efficiency and
flexibility.

The common denominator at this scen‐

(Anders Nyrén, President and CEO 
of global investment firm 

Industrivärden AB, Sweden)
3  UC: Konkursstatistik feb. 2013

* The Value in Consulting Author: Anders Penker
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Three typical and major reasons for
f il f L P

call it a day with the Lean journey
i l b t diti l it t

– Managing growth in 
failure of Lean Programs

1. Implementation is conducted only by
randomly selected “lean tools”,
without tactical intent or strategic
alignment instead of from a holistic

simply by a traditional recruitment
project. Lean is a leadership matter,
aiming to ultimately comprise all
employees.

Business Model Simplification – an

g g g
means of financial 
bottom line in times of 
volatility implies to 

alignment instead of from a holistic
perspective, powered by true lean
knowledge.

2. Lean is considered to be a
phenomenon limited to physical

Business Model Simplification an
opportunity of vast mid term quick wins
Most companies have a history of growth,
mergers, acquisitions, divestments,
product proliferation, increasingly
complex manufacturing & Supply Chains,

embrace Lean 
Enterprise wide 
programs more 
th hl d t h production space. Here, the

knowledge is missing that the root
causes of Muda (Jap: waste of
resources) actually mostly flourish
within administrative processes. Lean
comprises the whole company

fragmented and costly back office
functions. All this paired with a rapid
growth in the number of legal entities.
This results in complicated matrix
management structures and costly
administration In the past companies

thoroughly, and to have 
the ability to 
consolidate costs of 
rampant OH and comprises the whole company.

3. Lean knowledge is often perceived as
something that can be “delegated” to
a single or to few persons without real
influence – sometimes into functional

administration. In the past, companies
have accepted this as some kind of
“sacrifice” as means to keep up with
growth. Only today, they are too costly,
when economy moves sideways rather
than forward. But In one coordinated

rampant OH and 
overworked company 
structures …

influence sometimes into functional
departments, or at best into a
separate project resource pool, only
still without power. But one cannot

than forward. But In one coordinated
combined strike together with lean initiat‐
ives, companies can – by merging these
structures into drastically fewer entities,

* The Value in Consulting Author: Anders Penker
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make huge costs savings, and additionally
i b l d fl ibili

Finding a path where financial efficiency
d d i i i i i i d– seizing agility regain better control and flexibility .

Building business model simplification
upon Lean analysis boosts Productivity
to further unprecedented heights
Almost 4 out of 5 CEO’s of world leading

and productivity increase is optimized
without slashing costs in a way that back‐
fires, certainly is the key to be today’s and
tomorrow’s winner. Doing so in an
aggressive way could even turn around
current economic threats into a prosper‐

seizing agility 
opportunities when 
economic growth 
paradigms are shifting Almost 4 out of 5 CEO s of world leading

company groups have undertaken cost
saving initiatives in 2012, and about as
many of them plan to do so in 2013 4.

current economic threats into a prosper
ous new agile adaptability, creating
organizations able to cope with volatility
and emerge stronger than before.

p g f g
can be critical to success, 
or even to survival …

resulting in aa productivity‐innovative approachThree areas of concerns affected
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Lean
& agile
Productivity

… resulting in a 
three‐staged  rocket of cost efficiency 

Simplification 
bonus!

… a productivity‐innovative approach …

A call for 
action
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action
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Figure 2: Business Model simplification in harmony with Lean rationalities and fundamentals results in unprecedented increased cash flow

Reduce risks

4 Annual Global CEO survey, Major Audit Firm
2013
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8 executive key questions for your business

1. Is your lean program really achieving 
intended results yet?  5. Have you made lean break through 

progresses in the administration?

2.
How do you follow up on alignment 
between management responsibilities and 
corporate structure?

6.

How do you take advantage of new 
opportunities, also in times of volatility, 
creating optimal flexibility in the 

i ti ?
p

organization?

3. Have you implemented an agile plan to 
fulfill sustainability? 7.

How can you incorporate operational 
excellence with a cost efficiency strategy, 
without eroding competitive edge?

4.
How can you manage operational cost 
efficiency and simplify complex 
organizational matrixes concurrently?

8.

How can you build more transparency 
through out your business system in order 
to better communicate your progress and 
concurrently make big savings?y g g

When the economic environment changes on a global scale, the impact on local level can – because of  
the complexity in the global supply chains and financial structures – come swiftly and sometimes 
violently The adapters that overcomes are always working proactively to be prepared for growth in theviolently. The adapters that overcomes are always working proactively to be prepared for growth in the 
future, regardless if times are prosperous or uncertain. Why not take a minute to reflect upon these 
questions and make your own assessment and discuss it with us. 



How can Lean Programs learn from low volume industries
As a generic methodology, Lean can be used in practically any line of business or service, even at

d i i B h h ll f l d l bi f f l ff hpi
cs

government and communities. But the challenge of culture and mental biases of for example offshore
industries, construction companies etc might actually be different than in the automotive. Highlighting a
few examples and discussing remedies might help you come around these problems. But there might also
be surprisingly interesting learning's that can be adopted in other industries.

es
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Shift of paradigm in innovation
CEO’s can avoid heavy investments of product innovation by shifting into business innovations instead. A
number of leading companies are adopting a more imaginative approach to the innovation process itself,
whether it’s incremental changes or more fundamental changes to their business models, in order to
become more agile and responsive to competitive threats or shifts in customer demand. Atleco brings youm

in
ut
e

new perspectives to this topical area.

Agility Management in the Supply Chain & Strategic Purchasing areas
As the traditional Supply Chain Management emphasizes benefits of common planning, improved
f ti i d i t t t th L E t i h i ht l ti i hm
in
g 
7 
m

forecasting, improved inventory management etc, the Lean Enterprise approach might revolutionize how
we look upon supply Chains. What does this mean to our businesses? Highlighting the drivers behind
implementing “Value Streams” instead of managing Supply Chains, might help to see with new eyes.

And more …
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U Make a wish of a particular topic or Subscribe to 7 minutes at 
subscribe@atleco.com  



Atleco International was founded in 2005
after a Lean Project collaboration in
Germany Atleco's vision is to supportel

p

Germany. Atleco's vision is to support
firms and organizations to gain sharper
Productivity‐Mind‐setting, and
concurrently make drastic wins of
sustainable profit and lead time reduction
(not only within the manufacturing area)y 

to
 h
e

(not only within the manufacturing area)
by ”improvement that happens”.

Atleco can stand shoulder to shoulder
with you confronting the challenges of
your particular competitive environments,s 
re
ad

y

Contact:
with our special services within Strategy,
Operations and Change Management.
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